The Mountains Sing
by Nguyen Phan Que Mai
F Nguyen
Years after a family is forced by Vietnam’s Communist Land Reforms to abandon their farm, a granddaughter comes of age as her loved ones depart for the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

Eternal
by Lisa Scottoline
F Scottoline
An aspiring writer, an athlete from a professional cyclist family, and a mathematics prodigy find their bond tested by a love triangle and the spread of anti-Semitism and fascism in 1937 Italy.

When Two Feathers Fell from the Sky
by Margaret Verble
F Verble
After disaster strikes during one of her shows, Two Feathers, a young Cherokee horse diver on loan to Glendale Park Zoo from a Wild West show, must get to the bottom of a mystery that spans centuries.

The Cold Millions
by Jess Walter
F Walter
Enduring the corruption of their union employment, two young day laborers are respectively drawn to a feminist activist and a vaudeville singer whose experiences reflect an unjust world on the brink of upheaval.

Our Woman in Moscow
by Beatriz Williams
F Williams
To save her sister who is trapped behind the Iron Curtain, Ruth Macallister embarks on a dangerous mission, and as the sisters race toward safety, a dogged Soviet agent forces them to make a heartbreaking choice.

The Book of Lost Friends
by Lisa Wingate
F Wingate
A modern-day teacher discovers the story of three Reconstruction-era women and how it connects to her own students’ lives.

Meet Me in Bombay
by Jenny Ashcroft
F Ashcroft
A homesick Englishwoman falls in love with a charismatic man who opens her eyes to the beauty and culture of 1913 Bombay.

How Much of These Hills Is Gold
by C Pam Zhang
F Zhang
Two orphaned Chinese immigrant siblings flee the threats of their gold rush mining town across an unforgiving landscape.

Explore different time periods with these historical novels.
**Fiction**

**A Long Petal of the Sea**
by Isabel Allende

F. Allende

When General Franco and his Fascists succeed in overthrowing the government, hundreds of thousands are forced to flee in a treacherous journey over the mountains to the French border.

**The Personal Librarian**
by Marie Benedict

F. Benedict

Hired by J.P. Morgan to curate a collection of rare manuscripts, books, and artwork for his newly built Pierpont Morgan Library, Belle de Costa Greene becomes one of the most powerful women in New York.

**The Evening and the Morning**
by Ken Follett

F. Follett

Follow the experiences of a young boatbuilder, a scholarly monk, and a Norman noblewoman against a backdrop of the Viking attacks at the end of the 10th century in England.

**The Heiress**
by Molly Greeley

F. Greeley

A reimagining of the story of Jane Austen’s mysterious character, Anne de Bourgh, depicts a rejected young heiress who fights a life-long addiction before discovering health and passion in the London home of her cousin, Colonel John Fitzwilliam.

**The Four Winds**
by Kristin Hannah

F. Hannah

A Depression-era woman confronts a wrenching choice between fighting for the Dust Bowl-ravaged land she loves in Texas or pursuing an uncertain future in California.

**The Forest of Vanishing Stars**
by Kristin Harmel

F. Harmel

Raised in the unforgiving wilderness of eastern Europe after being kidnapped, a young German woman vows to teach a group of Jews fleeing the Nazi terror how to survive in the forest until she is betrayed.

**Where the Lost Wander**
by Amy Harmon

F. Harmon

Set on the Overland Trail in 1853, a young widow sets off with her family for a life out West—a journey fraught with hardship, fear, death, and terrible sacrifice that leads her into the arms of a half-Pawnee man straddling two worlds.

**The Sweetness of Water**
by Nathan Harris

F. Harris

In the waning days of the Civil War, brothers Prentiss and Landry, freed by the Emancipation Proclamation, seek refuge on the homestead of George Walker and his wife, Isabelle.

**The Henna Artist**
by Alka Joshi

F. Joshi

A talented henna artist for wealthy confidantes finds her efforts to control her own destiny in 1950s Jaipur threatened by the abusive husband she fled as a teenage girl.

**The Exiles**
by Christina Baker Kline

F. Kline

Sent to a Tasmanian penal colony after conceiving her employer’s grandchild, a young governess befriends a talented midwife and an orphaned Aboriginal chief’s daughter in 19th century Australia.

**Deacon King Kong**
by James McBride

F. McBride

In the aftermath of a 1969 Brooklyn church deacon’s public shooting of a local drug dealer, the community’s African American and Latinx witnesses find unexpected support from each other when they are targeted by violent mobsters.

**The Nature of Fragile Things**
by Susan Meissner

F. Meissner

Moving to San Francisco to escape New York tenement life, an Irish mail-order bride uncovers transformative secrets before her precarious existence is upended by the great earthquake of 1906.